Introduction

Much of the historical writing on the urban craft or manufacturing economy in the early modern era has focused on guilds and, moreover, has been bedeviled by a lack of distinction between the theoretical nature of the guild system and actual economic practice. Historians of this economy frequently ask two related questions: What role did guilds play in the functioning of the market economy? And what impact did guild regulations have upon economic development? Until recently historians had assumed that the tight regulatory regime that the guild system pronounced in its statutes, and that municipal, ducal, or royal governments endorsed in legislation, restricted economic growth, and thus strait jacketed the development of free market capitalism in places where the guild system was most firmly entrenched. This argument frequently rests upon the assertion that the English experience was different, and that part of the explanation for the vitality of England’s economy and its technological innovations in the eighteenth century can be traced to the moribund nature of its guilds. Conversely, French economic and technological “backwardness” has likewise, in part, been
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attributed to the effectively restrictive nature of French guilds.  

This proposition has been challenged on both an empirical and theoretical level. Several historians deeply familiar with archival sources in a variety of European cities have asserted that the regulatory reach of the guild system was short and incomplete, and that much, in some places most, economic activity hummed along without being influenced significantly by the guilds and governments one way or another. Most of the research supporting this position has focused on northwestern Europe in the eighteenth century, and the point has often been made (but seldom adequately proven) that the craft economy of this century was somehow dramatically different from that of the preceding centuries, and that this difference was somehow related to the vital or moribund condition of the guilds. Recent research on early modern artisans forces us to reconsider these assumptions. In this article I will push the analysis of the urban craft economy back in time, broader afield, and beyond the guild. In drawing upon recent archival research of scholars working in cities across Europe, I will present evidence for a dynamic, flexible, and creative craft economy even in the purported heyday of the guild system, the fourteenth through the seventeenth centuries. Although a great deal more research needs to be done, findings thus far reveal noticeable continuities between the craft economy of the eighteenth century and that of the preceding three or four centuries. The differences between the centuries appear to be of degree rather than kind. I do not suggest that the regulatory regime of guilds had no impact on the craft economy, for it certainly did. But it does seem conclusive that the regulatory reach of the authorities was short and
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